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About Realterm

Office Locations

Realterm is a private equity firm focused on niche real estate asset classes. We currently
own and manage over $5+ billion of real estate on three continents across a 300-property
portfolio.

• Amsterdam

Realterm executes these strategies by leveraging its core investment principles:

• Houston

• Focusing on niche real estate segments with favorable supply/demand characteristics

• Annapolis
• Chicago
• Los Angeles

• Maintaining a relentless focus on intrinsic value and margin of safety

• Montréal

• Delivering compelling investment performance through asset portfolio aggregation
and institutionalization

• Singapore

www.realterm.com

• Mumbai

Investment Analyst Program
JOB DESCRIPTION
Realterm is seeking highly motivated recent college graduates
for its analyst program. During the course of the program,
successful candidates will be an integral member of an active
regional transaction team. Upon the conclusion of the program,
qualified candidates will be extended an offer to be promoted
to Associate.
• Creating and maintaining complex financial models
• Supporting the sourcing, underwriting, and execution of
investment opportunities
• Supporting the investment due diligence process
• Creating internal and external meeting materials, including
Investment Committee, tenant and investor presentations
• Coordination of deal closings
• Researching new investment strategies and supporting
the raising of private equity funds
• Limited travel opportunities offering hands on experience
QUALIFICATIONS 					
• Winter 2020 or Spring 2021 graduating senior
• BA/BS Degree, majors in Accounting, Economics, Finance
or Real Estate preferred
• 1-3 years of experience in real estate or private equity
• Excellent working knowledge of Microsoft Office Suite
• Exceptional written and verbal communication skills with
the ability to communicate complex concepts concisely
• Ability to work well in a fast-paced team environment
• Positive attitude and a very strong work ethic
• Attention to detail, highly organized and proactive
• Ability to learn quickly, a high degree of intellectual curiosity,
and a passion for real estate and investing
LOCATION OF POSITION
Washington, D.C. metro area

ANALYST TESTIMONIALS
Wesley Ogsbury - Harvard University

‘‘

         The analyst training program provides a
unique and academic experience in which you
are able to not only learn valuable analyst skills, but
also gain industry knowledge from some of the most seasoned
experts in industrial real estate. You will be exposed to a wide
variety of functions within the business ranging from Investment
Committee meetings, to working on live deals from start to finish,
to touring properties and getting hands on experience. It is a truly
comprehensive experience.

’’

Katie Legue – Georgetown University

‘‘

         The program is a great opportunity for
undergraduates who want to learn about real
estate. In the past year, I learned a great deal
from my mentors and gained valuable hands-on experience
and knowledge of private equity fund management, acquisition
underwriting, development underwriting and asset management.
In addition to broad exposure across all aspects of the real estate
industry, the job allows creativity and offers more fun than a
traditional financial analyst program.

’’

Arnie Capute – Williams College

‘‘

         The analyst program at Realterm has given
me the opportunity to work directly with some of
the most experienced real estate investors in the
industry. The company’s position as both an investor and manager
provides its analysts with unique exposure to all aspects of real
estate investing, from acquisitions and development, to property
management and leasing. The educational nature of the program,
coupled with the opportunity to perform important deal analysis
as a first year analyst, has made my experience at Realterm
especially rewarding.

’’

For more information, please contact: Luke Kurtz | lkurtz@realterm.com

